




EDITORIAL
02 Oct 2015 Comments: 

Dreaming of emerging trends in the library

The popular conception of libraries as book-lined tombs with dusty shelves is thankfully changing.  Most libraries today are bright airy technology-connected spaces that are 

designed as much for research as for collaborative learning and social gathering.  

Even as library users grapple with an ever-expanding range of electronic resources and sophisticated library tools on offer, the winds of change continue to blow through the 

library stacks:  collaborative knowledge creation, hybrid/blended pedagogies, makerspaces, altmetrics and numerous other trends.  NIE Library is proud to be a part of this 

worldwide evolution.  LibNOW! hopes to engage and empower our users by reporting on new initiatives and happenings in our library.

In this issue, we present three reports:  the first is on the exhibition that was held in conjunction with the launch of the Dr Ruth Wong Professorship in Teacher Education in 

June 2015.  The second reports on the Amazing Race event, a student orientation activity co-organized by Freshmen Orientation Camp (FOC) 2015 Committee and the 

library in June and August 2015.  The third report is on the annual Library Mini-Fair held in August 2015 to reach out to NIE students, and to increase their awareness and 

use of library resources and services.  

To help NIE freshies become more confident library users, our regular series “Life Hacks from the Library” serves up simple library life skills to three oft-encountered 

problems.  

Our last article should put to rest the myth of the “staid and boring librarian who skulks in the shadows”.  Today’s librarians are a dynamic and tech-savvy lot who are well-

connected to a global network.  The article reports on the visit by our library’s globe-trotting manager of Library Technology Services to an international conference held in 

South Korea in April 2015.

We hope this issue of LibNOW! will help you to look at libraries, librarians and what we do with new eyes!

~ hilary



EXHIBITION IN TRIBUTE TO DR RUTH WONG HIE KING 
02 Oct 2015 Comments: 

An exhibition was held from 2 – 4 June 2015 in NTU’s Nanyang Auditorium in conjunction with the launch of the Dr Ruth Wong Professorship in Teacher Education at the 

Redesigning Pedagogy International Conference 2015.

The first Ruth Wong Visiting Professorship Lecture was delivered by Professor A. Lin Goodwin from Teachers College, Columbia University. The professorship was set up 

to honour the memory of Dr Ruth Wong Hie King, who was the first Director (1973-1976) of the then Institute of Education in Singapore and a role model for the teaching 

profession.

The exhibition comprised several posters and standees, as well as a book display showcasing works by/on Dr Ruth Wong Hie King and works by Professor A. Lin Goodwin.

Exhibition in the Nanyang Auditorium from 2-4 Jun 2015  

The exhibition was later scaled down and moved to the NIE Library Lobby from 5 to 20 Jun 2015.

Exhibition in the NIE Library from 5-20 Jun 2015

Interested in publications by Dr. Ruth Wong and Professor A. Lin Goodwin available in the Library?

You can view their online bibliographies here:

Dr. Ruth Wong Hie King: A Select Bibliography

http://libris.nie.edu.sg/ruth-wong-hie-king-bibliography

Professor A. Lin Goodwin: A Select Bibliography

http://library.nie.edu.sg/a-lin-goodwin-bibliography



Special thanks to colleagues from the Office of Strategic Planning and Academic Quality (SPAQ) and Public, International and Alumni Relations (PIAR) for their support in 

setting up the exhibition!

~ stephanie



A RACE TO THE FINISH! @ NIE LIBRARY
02 Oct 2015 Comments: 

Can libraries build relationships with students and increase awareness of the Library’s offerings at the same time? Yes, by co-organising an outreach event with students for 

students!

In a first of its kind, NIE Library collaborated with student leaders from the Freshmen Orientation Camp (FOC) 2015 in an “Amazing Race” event on 23 Jun 2015 for 50 

seniors and on 3 & 4 Aug 2015 for over 100 freshmen.

The ”Amazing Race” was held in various locations within the NIE and NTU campus. The Library was the location for some of the stations and the final game.

Activities in the Stations

The stations in the library led participants to different rooms where they had to complete challenges within a time limit.

Here are some highlights:

Task: Guess the song title with lyrics composed of keywords about the library’s facilities, services and collections or from library books

Task: Guess 10 answers to a library quiz and spell them out using labelled ice-cream sticks.

The Final Station: Library Grounds

Combining elements from The Hunger Games’ book/film series and Runningman, a popular Korean variety TV series, the final station was a showdown between teams aka 

“districts”.

Task: Search for mathematical operators hidden in locations throughout the “arena” aka the library grounds while avoiding “elimination”, and form an equation 

that ends with the number “1” using numbers collected earlier.

Participants searching high and low for the hidden operators



Participants happily displaying the operators found

Players at the library arcade waiting for their turn and at the same time using white boards

to construct an equation using the number and operator cards collected.

Conclusion

It was a hubbub of chatter and movement as teams raced to complete the challenges while the intercom buzzed with announcements on the progress of the game. A 

palpable level of competition and excitement was keenly felt by library staff and students alike!

Here’s what the main programmer of the “Amazing Race”, Peh Shu Yu, a 3rd year BA(Ed) student from NIE's Bachelor of Science Club, had to say:

On the invitation to team up with the library:

“I was delighted to know about the offer for the collaboration as it is one of the main aims of the [freshmen orientation] camp to introduce the school campus and the 

various facilities available to our freshmen. As an integral part of the study life for many students, the library is an important place that we would like students to know 

about and have access to.”

On playing the activity in the library:

“The participants felt that the library was a good place [to play the “Amazing Race”] as there was ample space to hide items. Also, the station games held in different 

rooms around the library helped campers to familiarise themselves with the various library facilities available.

Kudos to the FOC 2015 Committee for a great partnership! We look forward to more exciting joint ventures in the future.

~ stephanie



LIBRARY MINI-FAIR 2015
02 Oct 2015 Comments: 

On 12 and 13 Aug 2015, the Library was abuzz with activity as students streamed through its doors to take part in the mini-fair.  This is an annual event organised to 

promote awareness of the Library’s resources, services and facilities among the new cohort of student teachers.  The programme was designed with something to interest 

everyone.

Snacks

By far, the most popular attractions were the free popcorn, candyfloss and chocolate fountain.  Located at level one (Library Arcade), the stands saw students with a sweet 

tooth happily queuing up for the goodies.  Library staff were on hand to entice them to visit the mini-fair upstairs.

Students enjoying the mouth-watering marshmallows dipped in melted chocolate

Pod Demos

“Brain food” was also on offer.  Brief demonstrations on search tips and research shortcuts were conducted in the Learning Pods on level 3.  Participants had a choice of 

four topics: Google Scholar, LibDiscover!, the Library Portal, and Locating Readings and Exam Papers.  The Library’s specially-designed bookmarks were given away to all 

participants.  Comment from a student: “Thank you very much for organising the pod sessions!  They are most informative with the library staff being able to bring us their 

overview of resources…  Very competent and friendly library staff.  Thanks!!”

Learning tips on how to find recommended readings at a pod demo



A participant writing her feedback on the pod demo that she just attended

Library Tours

Tours were conducted to familiarize newcomers with the Library’s various learning spaces.  As the Library has just completed a major renovation-cum-reorganisation last 

year, some members found the tours especially useful as they had been unaware of several of the changes that had been made, e.g. the Gallery, the Learning Pods, the 

expanded lifestyle café.

Students making a stop at the Research Commons on their tour of the library

Registration for Library Instruction Workshops

One of the Library’s services that the mini-fair highlighted was our library instruction programmes.  Students were encouraged to register for workshops on topics such as 

EndNote, databases, webOPAC and e-books.  Prizes awaited lucky attendees.



Pondering which workshops to sign up for

Tie-Up with Student Orientation

The mini-fair was just one of the events in our Outreach programme.  Click here to read about the Amazing Race for freshmen and for seniors which the library co-

organised with the NIE Freshmen Orientation Planning Main Committee.

~ hilary



LIFE HACKS FROM THE LIBRARY (PART 4)
02 Oct 2015 Comments: 

This is the section where we offer tips and shortcuts aimed at improving your library experience:

Library Hack #1: Library Privileges @ NTU Libraries

Wondering how to go about activating your library privileges at NTU Libraries?

All you need to do is make your way to the Library Services desk of any of the NTU libraries, bringing along your matriculation or staff card with you.

You can find more information at: http://www.ntu.edu.sg/Library/membership/student/pages/nie.aspx

Library hack #2: Hassle-free topping-up of your CashCard / FlashPay card is available in the Library! Where? There are 2 locations:

1) Level 2 : Right Wing Room No: 4-02-07 Printing Services

2) Level 4:  Right Wing Room No: 4-04-01 Photocopy Services

Additionally, the DBS ATM @ Library Arcade, level 1 provides topping-up of Ezlink card.

However, a surcharge of $0.30 applies for each transaction.

DBS ATM @ Library Arcade, level 1



Library Hack#3: Quick Printing without Laptop

Need to do a quick print job but your laptop is not with you? Here are 2 possible ways to print without your laptop:

Self-Service Kiosk

Printing assignments or reports from your thumbdrive?

Head to the Self-Service Kiosks at Level 2 (3 kiosks) or Level 4 (2 kiosks) at the Right wing of Library, as well as Student Hub Self-Service Corner (4 kiosks).

Refer to Self-Service Kiosks FAQ for detailed information.

Locations of Self-Service Kiosks in Library:

Refer to Network Printing FAQ and NIE IT Services page on Laser printing for detailed information.



Mobile Printing

Want to print the documents from your mobile device instead?

Download the SCT Print Mobile App for iOS or AndroidTM!

Refer to Mobile Printing FAQ and NIE IT Services page on Mobile printing for detailed information on the download and installation guides.

For all methods of printing, collect your printouts from NIE network printers located at:

NIE Library (Level 2 and Level 4)

Student Hub UiD (Block 3B, Level 1, Self-Service Corner)

We hope you will find these 3 hacks useful!

~ seri, pauline, melisa, yvonne



HI SEOUL
02 Oct 2015 Comments: 

It was an exhilarating moment when I found out that I would be attending the 4th International Conference of Asian Libraries (ICoASL 2015) to present a paper titled 

“Features Enhancements and Text Analytics on Institutional Repositories”. The conference was held at the National Assembly Library, Seoul, South Korea from 22 – 24 

April 2015.

National Assembly Library of Korea

The theme of the conference was “Creating the New Values beyond Library” where participants examined the following key areas:

(a) The use of big data and analytics to drive evidence-based decision making and value creation

(b) Innovative use of information technology as the backbone for future library development

(c) Evolving roles of libraries and librarians to stay relevant and add value in an age of digital disruption

(d)  Sharing of innovative practices and ideas such as digital marketing, analytics, outreach programs, web usability studies and IT platforms that helps libraries in

achieving their missions.

(e) Expanded role of libraries in providing decision-ready insights into information & facilitating interactions, in addition to being the information provider.

I shared the NIE Library’s experiences in enhancing the NIE digital repository and also explorations in text analytics as a means of predicting subject terms from abstracts of 

research papers.

Jacky posing outside National Assembly Building prior to his presentation

In addition to the excellent topics and meaningful discussions, the delegates were well treated by the very hospitable host from the National Assembly Library. The hosts 

had organised a series of activities such as cultural music performance, site visits to libraries and an eye opening experience at an electronics store at Gangnam.



Digital Video Wall in an electronics store in Gangnam 

Overall, the conference not only provided occasion for impactful discussions on emerging issues affecting libraries but also the opportunity to network with leaders in the 

field.  My heartfelt thanks to NIE and National Assembly Library. It is my sincere hope that the ideas garnered from the conference will help to hasten the evolution of the 

next generation of libraries.

~ jacky
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